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Another night Spent under the stars on a cold iron floor, and
another day's tramping about on the iron field, which became
more impressive the more one saw of it, and we turned back
to our terminus. Throughout the three days' excursion, the
only signs of any life were pig tracks, and once or twice a
grunting scamper as we surprised some wild pigs from their
lair.
Back at the terminus we collected the remainder of our
food, and made camp for the night in the largest of a dozen
thatched huts, which a few years previously had been the
headquarters of the Anna Louise nickel mine. As our last
day on the iron field had been a foodless one, we were able
to enjoy the prodigious meal that Mick turned out of the
remaining tins of food. Early next morning we heard the
•* choot-choot' labouring up the sidings on its way to pick us
up, and soon we were all aboard headed back to La Forestiere,,
on the most reckless and the coldest trip of my life.
Light rain which was falling when we left, turned into a
steady downpour, and in a few minutes our saturated shirts
were flapping against our stomachs. None of us had coats on
and with a spanking wind blowing through the wet cloth of
the shirts they were turned into effective refrigerators. To
make matters worse, the Javanese didn't seem to be worrying
about trying to control the 'choot ehoot.' After we Jaad
negotiated the first half kilometre of level line he switched
the engine off and 'let her rip.' Added to the icy prickling
coldness was the deafening roar of the wind in our ears, and a
sensation like sitting on top of a machine-gun as the trolley
wheels hurtled over the joints in the rails. Every now and
again there was a screaming rending sound as we lurched
around a corner in about seven or eight distinct movements.
Mick roared a few words of encouragement in. my ears.
6 She's gotta stop when she gets to the bottom. She starts up
hill again.' The Javanese sat there as impassive as Buddha,
his cigarette, limp and wet, still hanging from his lips. Fol-
lowing protests from Friday and me, Mick shouted something
into the Javanese's ear, and with a pitying look at me, the
latter pointed to a lever, which he motioned me to pull. After*
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